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Introduction
Lots of smut starlets claim to enjoy eating cum, this site challenges them to prove it. Some pass and
some fail but the joy of this site isn't in the results, it's in watching them take the challenge.

Adult Review
In one nasty clip after another CumChallenge shows you what some whores will do to prove their affection for globs of
genetic confection.
  
  This site is a combination of exclusive video and quality repackaged content as well. A set of starlets including many of the
bigger names out there today get in line, on their knees of course, to drink man-milk out of every hose, kitchen appliance,
cocktail glass and carafe that you can think of.
  
  The site does a fine job of sticking to its sticky theme though I'd have liked to see more exclusive content available. The
site's webmaster did inform us that they do plan to include exclusive content.... eventually. Based on the other great sites
available from ExtremeNetworks we have no doubt they will be good to their word.
  
  The scenes that are available each cum in a variety of sizes from dial-up friendly to impressive 720x480 which allows you
to catch every frame of filth going down the whore's hatch. Picture sets are also available in hi-res formats and according to
the site producer they are excellent printouts for your wall "because each image is already covered in plenty of genetic
adhesive."
  
  Overall CumChallenge may not be worth the price of membership on its own but as one of the lesser entries included in the
ExtremeNetwork's group of top quality smut sites we think it makes for a hell of a bonus.

Porn Summary
If you signup you are probably doing it because of the incredible content included with membership from CumChallenge's
sister sites ExtremeHolly, ExtremeAlex and all the others linked on this page. That being said, you'll not be disappointed
when you download this content as well.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This site is 100s of extra bonus loads for an already established network'
Quality: 80  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 25 Interface: 100
Support: 100 Unique: 40    Taste: 55        Final: 70

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Sophia (92) ,Spit Swappers (92) ,Blowjob Races (87) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,Extreme Holly (82) ,
ExtremeGirlNetwork (81) ,Blowjob Races (76) 

Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Extreme, Hardcore, Oral, PornStars, Swallowing

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 2 Days for $5.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
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Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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